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Abstract: A nanocomposite based on reduced graphene oxide (rGO) and gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
was synthesized by the microwave-assisted hydrothermal method and applied in the determination
of sulfamethazine (SMZ) in swine effluent using a glassy carbon (GC) electrode. The rGO-AuNPs
nanocomposite was characterized morphologically, electrochemically and spectrochemically,
showing that rGO was modified with the AuNPs. The GC/rGO-AuNPs electrode was optimized
for the determination of SMZ, achieving detection limits of 0.1 µmol L−1. The proposed sensor was
successfully applied to the determination of SMZ in synthetic swine effluent samples.
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1. Introduction

Sulfamethazine (SMZ), 4-amino-N-(4,6-dymethyl-2-pyrimide) benzenesulfonamide, is a frequently
used sulfonamide with antibacterial properties to treat livestock disease such as gastrointestinal and
respiratory tract infections in veterinary medicine [1]. This antibiotic is commonly used to promote
growth [2] in swine production and its concentration in foodstuffs of animal origin is controlled by the
European Commission (EC) which indicates a maximum level of 100 µg kg−1 for sulfonamide residue
level [3–6].

SMZ is the most frequently used and often detected veterinary antibiotic. Determining SMZ
levels in natural samples, as swine farming effluent, is an important issue due to major ecotoxicological
problems such as groundwater and drinking water contamination [7,8]. In this way, the development
of new analytical tools for determining low levels of SMZ is an extremely important. Several techniques
have been developed for the determination of SMZ and sulfa drugs, such as, chromatography [8],
polar organic integrative sampler technology [9], and immunoassays [10]. However, the continuous
development of new electroanalytical sensors for determining environmental pollutants is a growing
field; included in which is the electroanalytical assay based on a conducting polymer [11] and diamond
electrodes [12].

Nanomaterials, in general, have been used in electroanalytical methods for modifying electrodes
in order to determine SMZ in natural samples. Comparing the use of different materials for SMZ
determination, the application of molecularly imprinted polymer technology by Prada et al. [6] found a
limit of detection (LOD) of 0.3 µmol L−1. Rao et al. [12], using a diamond electrode with amperometric
detection, found a high LOD of 0.05 µmol L−1. Using carboxyl multiwalled carbon nanotubes to modify
a glassy carbon electrode, the LOD of 0.032 µmol L−1 was determined by He et al. [13]. Fotouhi et al. [14]
found a LOD of 6.1 µmol L−1 using a multiwalled nanotube film-coated glassy carbon electrode.
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Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) is an atomically thin sheet of carbon atoms [15]. It is a reduced
form of graphene oxide, a material widely used as a support material for electrochemical applications
due to its interesting electronic transport properties, high electrocatalytic activities, and large surface
area-to-volume ratio [16]. Therefore, rGO has been applied synergistically with metal nanoparticles for
detection of environmental pollutants in electrochemical sensors [17–20].

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have biological compatibility, good conductivity, and they can
enhance the sensitivity and stability of graphene-modified electrodes due to their unique surface,
chemical inertness, high electron density, and strong optical absorption. Recently, gold nanoparticles
have been applied in clinical chemistry [21], biosensors [22] genomics [23,24], vaccine making [25,26],
immunoassay [27], diagnosis and microorganism control [28], the imaging of cancer-cells, drug
delivery [29–31], and energy storage [32]. The combination of AuNPs with rGO has led to great
opportunities and applications due to the synergistic effects of the component materials and this may
enlarge the application area of graphene.

In this study, the rGO-AuNPs composite was synthesized, characterized, and applied for the first
time in the determination of sulfamethazine in swine effluent. The proposed electrode is promising,
allowing for the fast, simple, low cost, and sensitive determination of SMZ in environmental samples.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals and Solutions

All solutions were prepared with water purified from a Barnsted Nanopure system with resistivity
≥ 18 MΩcm (Thermo Scientific, USA). Graphite powder (1–2 mm) sulfamethazine standard and
chloauric acid solution were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.

2.2. Electroanalytical Procedures

The electrochemical characterization of the electrodes was conducted by cyclic voltammetry (CV)
and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) at a PGSTAT30 Autolab electrochemical device (Eco Chemie,
Utrecht, Netherlands). A three-electrode electrochemical system was assembled as follows: glassy
carbon (GC) modified with graphene oxide (GO), rGO or rGO-AuNPs as working electrodes (3.0 mm
diameter), Ag/AgCl/KCl (3.0 mol L−1) as the reference electrode and a Pt plate as the auxiliary electrode.
All experiments were carried out at 25 ± 1 ◦C.

Electrochemical characterization of the working electrodes was performed using CV in 0.1 mol
L−1 H2SO4 and 5.0 mmol L−1 [Fe(CN)6]3−/4− solutions with a scan rate of 50 mV s−1. DPV experiments
were recorded in a 0.2 mol L−1 PBS (pH 8.0) solution in the presence of 5.0 µmol L−1 of SMZ standard.
The experimental conditions of DPV were: scan rate of 10 mV s−1, pulse amplitude of 75 mV and step
potential of 2mV.

The morphology of GO, rGO and rGO-AuNPs composites were characterized using field-emission
gun-scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM) and the images were recorded using a model FEI Inspect
F50 microscope (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA). The characterization of the GO functionalized
was performed by Raman spectroscopy using Mira P Handheld (Metrohm, Herisau, Switzerland).

2.3. Synthesis of GO, rGO and rGO-AuNPs Composite

The graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized by an improved Hummer’s method [18,33]. Briefly,
12.120 g of graphite was placed in a reaction flask in the presence of 11.952 g of NaNO3 and 400 mL of
H2SO4. The reaction took place in an ice bath under vigorous stirring for 30 min. Then, 60.093 g of
KMnO4 was added to the suspension. Finally, 150 mL of H2O2 was added to the reaction. The obtained
composite was centrifuged and cleaned several times with HCl (5%). The obtained GO composite was
dried at 60 ◦C.

For the synthesis of rGO-AuNPs composite, the microwave-assisted hydrothermal (MAH) method
was performed [34,35]. In a reaction flask, 80 g of GO (previously synthesized), 60 mL of ethylene
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glycol were sonicated for 15 min. After this step, 1 mL of a HAuCl4 solution (0.1 mol L−1) was added
within the solution and sonicated for 10 min. Then, the pH was set at 9.0 using a diluted NaOH
solution. The obtained suspension was placed in the MAH reactor under 140 ◦C for 16 min for synthesis.
The obtained rGO-AuNPs composite was centrifuged at 3300 rpm for 10 min and washed several times
with ultrapure water. Finally, the composite was transferred to a Petri dish with 5 mL of pure grade
ethanol and dried at 60 ◦C.

The synthesis of rGO was also performed as described above, but without the addition of HAuCl4.

2.4. Preparation of the Electrodes

Briefly, all GC working electrode surfaces were polished with 0.3 µm alumina slurries, then a
double sonication step was employed; firstly, they were sonicated for 5 min in ethanol and 5 min in
water, and then dried at room temperature. A suspension of 0.0500 mg mL−1 was prepared using an
ultrasonic probe for 30 min. Then, 10 µL of the suspension was dropped on the surface of the cleaned
and polished GC electrode and dried at room temperature. The electrodes modified with GO and rGO
nanocomposites were prepared with the same protocol for comparison purposes.

2.5. Preparation of Swine Effluent Samples for SMZ Analysis

The proposed GC/rGO-AuNPs sensor was evaluated in the detection of SMZ in synthetic swine
effluent using the standard addition method. The effluent was prepared by a solution containing 483
(NH4

+), 0.93 (NO3
−), 98 (PO4

−), 485 (K+), 122 (Ca2+), 40 (Mg2+) 301 (Cl−), 7.87 (Fe2+), 34 (S), 175 (Na+)
0.68 (B), 0.88 (Mn2+), 3.07 (Zn2+), 1.21 (Cu2+), 0.02 (Mo2+) and 0.02 (Co2+) mg L−1 of each component.
Known amounts of the standard SMZ solution were added to a 5.0 mL aliquot of the synthetic swine
effluent mixed with 15.0 mL of 0.2 mol L−1 PBS pH 8.0, giving a final concentration of 1.0 µmol L−1

SMZ. No additional sample treatment was done. The SMZ content was determined by three successive
additions of aliquots of the standard SMZ solution.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of the rGO-AuNPs Composite

The surface morphology of the rGO and rGO-AuNPs composites was characterized by FEG-SEM,
as shown in Figure 1. Figure 1A presents the images of rGO, in which the graphitic material displayed
a typical wrinkled structure with plenty of corrugations. On the other hand, Figure 1B displays the
obtained micrograph for the rGO-AuNPs nanocomposite, showing the incorporation of AuNPs on rGO
surface. In addition, the AuNPs on the composite showed sizes ranging from 5 to 30 nm. The average
size of nanoparticles was obtained by ImageJ free software.J. Compos. Sci. 2019, 3, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 12 
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The modified rGO with AuNPs was also characterized electrochemically. As a result, CV
experiments were conducted in a 0.1 mol L−1 of H2SO4 solution, using a scan rate of 50 mV s−1 in
the potential range from 0.0 to +1.6 V. In order to compare the modification, the electrochemical
behavior of the rGO-AuNPs proposed composite was compared with the voltammetric response of the
GC/rGO electrode. The cyclic voltammograms in Figure 2, shows no electrochemical process for the
voltammetric response of the GC/rGO electrode. On the other hand, the GC electrode modified with the
rGO-AuNPs composite presented peaks at +1.29 and +0.88 V, corresponding to the Au nanoparticles
oxidation and Au oxide reduction, respectively [7]. Hence, the CV experiment, as well as the MEV
micrographs, successfully characterized the presence of AuNPs on the nanocomposite.
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Figure 2. Cyclic voltammetry characterization in 0.1 mol L−1 of H2SO4 with a scan rate of 50 mV s−1

for the electrodes: (a) GC/rGO and (b) GC/rGO-AuNPs.

The reduced form of GO offers a great improvement in several electrochemical properties, such as
electronic mobility, higher surface area, and high electrocatalytic activity. Therefore, CV experiments
were carried out in order to evaluate the response of the nanomaterials in the presence of 5.0 mmol
L−1 of the couple redox [Fe(CN)6]3−/4− at 50 mV s−1 scan rate. The results are presented in Figure 3.
The voltammetric profiles presented well-defined oxidation and reduction peaks for the three electrodes
studied. For both, GC/rGO (b) and GC/rGO-AuNPs (c) electrodes, the potentials were approximately
+0.44 V and +0.33 V vs. Ag/AgCl/KCl (3.0 mol L−1). However, for the GC/GO (a) electrode the peaks
were at +0.51 V and +0.20 V for oxidation and reduction process, respectively. The GC/rGO electrode
(curve b) showed a 1.4-fold increase in the peak current when compared to the GC/GO electrode (curve
a), an increase due to the presence of defects introduced by functional groups or vacancies in the
reduced graphene oxide, causing the electrons to be transferred to the electrolytic medium more easily.
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The GC electrode modified with the rGO-AuNPs composite (curve c) showed a 2.2-fold increase
in the peak current when compared to the GC/GO electrode (curve a) and a 1.6-fold increase in the peak
relative to the GC/rGO electrode (curve b). This increase can be attributed to the possible mediation
effect caused by the AuNPs/reduced graphene oxide system.

Further, the rGO-AuNPs composite was characterized by UV-Vis spectrophotometry. Figure 4
displays the UV-vis spectra of (a) GO, (b) rGO and (c) rGO-AuNPs. UV-vis spectrum of GO showed
two maximum bands at 225 and 300 nm, which are due to the π→ π* transition of aromatic C–C
bonds and n→ π* transition of C=O. However, rGO showed only one maximum band at 240 nm.
These results were expected since rGO has a lower C/O coefficient due to the removal of oxygen
functionalities and establishment of C=C conjugated graphene structures. The rGO-AuNPs composite
exhibited a maximum band at 235 nm and small band at 570 nm. Gold nanoparticles have been
reported to shows absorption bands in the range from 450–600 nm, the small band for AuNPs is due to
the dilution effect of rGO-AuNPs during experimental procedures. The absorption at 570 nm is due
to the plasmon resonance of AuNPs. Previous works in literature described the Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) experiments as a methodology for differentiation between GO, rGO and rGO-AuNPs.
Ali et al. [35,36] investigated the modification of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) with
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO) for a symmetric supercapacitor. The Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) experiments elucidated the functional groups on the modified MWCNTs
and successfully characterized the composite.
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Figure 4. UV-vis spectra for the following nanomaterials (a) GO, (b) rGO and (c) rGO-AuNPs.

For the characterization of the GO reduction to rGO, these nanomaterials were analyzed by Raman
spectroscopy as presented in Figure 5. It was observed that the synthesized GO and rGO presented
two characteristic absorption bands in its Raman spectrum: the G band at around 1585 cm−1 and the D
band at 1355 cm−1. The G band corresponds to the bond stretching of sp2 carbon pairs. The D band is
associated with the breathing mode of aromatic rings with dangling bond in-plane terminations [18].
The relationship between the intensity of the D band (ID) and G band (IG) is usually employed to
evaluate the size of the in-plane sp2 domains for carbon materials. The obtained values for the ID/IG

ratio was 0.94 and 1.05 for GO and rGO, respectively. The higher magnitude of the D band for the rGO
suggests an increase in disorder, and indicates that during the reduction of GO, most of the oxygenated
functional groups were removed, resulting in a decrease in the average size of the sp2 domains [37].
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3.2. Electrochemical Behavior of GC/rGO-AuNPs Composite Electrode on the Sulfamethazine Oxidation Process

The electrochemical behavior of SMZ on the GC/rGO-AuNPs composite electrode was carried out
in 0.2 mol L-1 PBS pH 8.0, containing 50.0 µmol L−1 of SMZ, by cyclic voltammetry experiments, with a
scan rate of 50 m V s−1. Figure 6 shows no electrochemical process in the absence of SMZ standard
(curve a). However, when the SMZ is added into the solution (curve b), a well-defined irreversible
oxidation peak at +0.89 V vs. Ag/AgCl/KCl (3.0 mol L −1) is observed, demonstrating that it is possible
to perform the determination of SMZ directly.
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To compare the electrochemical performance of the proposed electrode in determining SMZ, DPV
experiments were performed in the potential range +0.2 V to +1.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl/KCl (3.0 mol L−1)
in a 0.2 mol L−1 PBS (pH 8.0) containing 5.0 µmol L−1 of SMZ, using the following electrodes: GC (a
curve), GC/GO (curve b), GC/rGO (curve c) and GC/rGO-AuNPs (curve d), as shown in Figure 7. By
observing the voltammetric profiles, it can be noticed that the maximum anodic peak currents, for all
the electrodes studied, presented potentials relatively close to +0.80 V vs. Ag/AgCl KCl (3.0 mol L−1),
under the conditions previously described. However, the GC/rGO-AuNPs electrode profile (curve d)
exhibited the highest anodic current intensity for SMZ in comparison to the others. The increase in
peak current intensity for SMZ oxidation at this electrode showed an increase of 60% when compared
to the electrode containing only rGO (curve c). The GC/GO electrode (curve b) showed a 2.2-fold
increase in the intensity of the peak current for the SMZ oxidation and, compared to the GC electrode
(curve a), this factor practically quadrupled. The relative increase in the current values reflects the
increase of the electroactive surface area, that is, a higher interaction of the analyte occurs with the
active sites of the composite rGO-AuNPs synthesized compared to the others, possibly caused by
the insertion of the gold in the reduced graphene sheets. Thus, the synergistic combination between
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reduced graphene oxide and gold nanoparticles becomes evident, leading to an increase in the peak
current for the oxidation of SMZ.
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3.3. Effect of pH and Support Electrolyte on SMZ Oxidation

The effect of the support electrolyte on SMZ oxidation was investigated using DPV experiments.
Figure 8A displays the effect of tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane (curve a), acetate (curve b),
Britton-Robinson (curve c) and PBS (curve d) solutions at pH 8.0 in the presence of 5.0 µmol L−1 of
SMZ. The PBS showed the higher anodic peak response for the analyte. Therefore, the pH evaluation
and subsequent analysis were conducted using this solution.
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To analyze the mechanism of SMZ oxidation on the GC/rGO–AuNPs composite electrode, the
dependence on the electrochemical oxidation of SMZ on pH was studied by DPV experiments at pHs
ranging from 5.0 to 10.0 in PBS containing 5.0 µmol L−1 of SMZ (Figure 8B). Previous work combining
electrochemical studies and molecular modelling techniques confirmed a better understanding of
the oxidation process which indicates that SMZ(0) is the species that effectively participates in the
oxidation process [7]. The Epa vs. pH showed a linear relationship, with a slope of 51 mV per pH
unit, which indicates the same number of protons and electrons during the electrooxidation of SMZ.
The plot of Ipa vs. pH for SMZ shows that the anodic peak current increases in the pH range of 5.0 to
8.0, reaching a maximum value at pH 8.0. Above pH 8.0 an abrupt decrease in the Ipa is observed.
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This value was expected because the pka of the SMZ is 7.4 [36]. Therefore, pH 8.0 was chosen for use in
following experiments.

3.4. Optimization of GC/rGO-AuNPs Electrode Preparation

The effect of the amount of the chloroauric acid (HAuCl4) in the synthesis of rGO-AuNPs were
investigated using DPV. Figure 9A shows that 500 µL (25% w/w in relation to GO) of a 0.1 mol L−1

solution of HAuCl4 had the best response for the oxidation of 5.0 µmol L−1 of SMZ. Furthermore, the
amount of rGO-AuNPs composite on the electrode preparation was evaluated in the range from 0.0125
to 0.1000 mg mL−1. As displayed on Figure 9B, the amount of 0.0500 mg mL−1 was chosen for the
subsequent analysis. Since higher concentrations of the composite can interfere negatively on the
electron-transfer process through electrode/electrolyte interface, hence the amount of 0.0500 mg mL−1

was used for further experiments.
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5.0 µmol L−1 of SMZ: (A) influence of the chloroauric acid amount in the electrode preparation and (B)
influence of the amount of the rGO–AuNPs composite in the electrode preparation.

3.5. Calibration Curve

The analytical curve for the determination of SMZ, under optimized conditions, was recorded by
DPV experiments (triplicate) using the GC/rGO-AuNPs electrode. The results are shown in Figure 10.
The experiments revealed a good linear response to SMZ concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 6.5 µmol
L−1. The respective equation is presented as follows:

Ipa (µA) = 9.33 × 10−9 (µA) + 0.32 (µA/µmol L−1) [SMZ] (µmol L−1) (1)

with a correlation coefficient of 0.997 (n = 7). The limit of detection (LOD) obtained was 0.1 µmol L−1,
which was determined using a 3 σ/slope ratio, where σ is the standard deviation of the mean value for
10 voltammograms of the blank.
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Figure 10. DPV voltammograms for GC/rGO–AuNPs composite electrode, with the optimized
parameters. The SMZ concentrations in µmol L−1 are: (a) 0.5, (b) 1.5, (c) 2.5, (d) 3.5, (e) 4.5, (f) 5.5, and
(g) 6.5. Inset: linear dependence of the peaks current with SMZ concentrations.

When comparing the results for the GC/rGO-AuNPs electrode with other electrochemical
methods, we found that the molecularly imprinted polymer technology [6], a diamond electrode with
amperometric detection [12] and multiwalled nanotube-film coated GC electrode [14] showed higher
detection limits of 3.0 × 10−7 mol L−1, 50 nmol L−1 and 6.1 µmol L−1, respectively. The lower detection
of 3.19 × 10−8 mol L−1 was determined using a carboxyl multiwalled carbon nanotube-modified GC
electrode. The advantages of the GC/rGO-AuNPs electrode are its reproducibility and repeatability
in the experiments, and its easy preparation and low cost, since the amount of material that is used
for the preparation of the sensor is very small (0.0500 mg mL−1). In addition, all voltammograms
presented in this work are raw data, direct from the GPES software without any treatment.

The reproducibility experiments for the GC/rGO-AuNPs electrode were conducted in five
experiments, consisting of ten sequential DPV voltammograms. In order to evaluate the best conditions
for these experiments, each electrode was evaluated on different days by preparing different working
electrode films. The DPV voltammograms were performed in a 0.2 mol L−1 PBS pH 8.0, containing
5.0 µmol L−1 of SMZ. The standard deviation obtained was 1.0%; furthermore, the repeatability of
0.6% was evaluated by the standard deviation of ten DPV voltammograms using the same solution for
all experiments.

3.6. Influence of Interferences in the Determination of SMZ

The possibility of determining SMZ in the presence of other organic wastewater compounds,
including endocrine disruptors, pesticides and another antibiotic was investigated. The endocrine
disruptor studied was estriol, the pesticide was carbaryl and the antibiotic was trimethoprim. In DPV
experiments, oxidation processes of the interfering estriol and trimethoprim in the studied range of
+0.2 and +1.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl/KCl (3.0 mol L−1) was observed at the potential about of + 0.45 V and +

1.1 V, respectively. The separation of the peaks suggests that a simultaneous analysis of the molecules
and SMZ can be performed. The effect of estriol, carbaryl and trimethoprim in the SMZ oxidation
peak currents were evaluated using a 0.2-mol L−1 PBS pH 8.0 containing a fixed concentration of
2.0 µmol L−1 of SMZ, and sequential additions of 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 µmol L−1 of estriol, carbaryl and
trimethoprim. Recoveries of 97%, 95%, and 104% of SMZ were obtained when 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 µmol
L−1 of estriol were added to each measurement. Already for the carbaryl interferer, recoveries of
93, 91, and 109% were obtained for SMZ, in the respective additions of 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 µmol L−1 of
carbaryl. On the other hand, recoveries of 98%, 95%, and 101% of SMZ were obtained when 1.0, 2.0,
and 4.0 µmol L−1 of trimethoprim were added to the solution. It is possible to observe that the carbaryl
pesticide presented the greatest interference, probably to be oxidized at a very similar potential of SMZ.
The other interferents studied did not significantly interfere in the SMZ oxidation process.
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3.7. Determination of SMZ in Synthetic Swine Effluent

The GC/rGO-AuNPs electrode was applied in the quantification of SMZ in synthetic wastewater
simulating the swine effluent, prepared as described in Section 2.5. The results (mean ± SD) for
triplicate determinations were 1.06 ± 0.02 µmol L−1 for SMZ. The relative errors for each measurement
were E1 = 5.9%, E2 = 5.1% and E3 = 8.0%. SMZ recoveries obtained were 105.4%, 106.3% and 111.1%
from synthetic swine effluent (n = 3) for samples spiked with 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 µmol L−1 of SMZ.

There were no significant differences between the found and added concentrations of SMZ,
indicating that the GC/rGO-AuNPs could be successfully used for the determination of SMZ in swine
effluent under the optimized conditions and using the standard addition approach.

4. Conclusions

A composite based on reduced graphene oxide and gold nanoparticles was used in the modification
of a glassy carbon electrode and evaluated for the determination of sulfamethazine antibiotic in swine
effluent. The proposed composite was synthesized by the microwave-assisted hydrothermal method
and successfully characterized morphologically, electrochemically, and spectrochemically, showing
that GO was functionalized to rGO and the rGO was modified with the AuNPs.

The rGO-AuNPs composite improved the sensitivity of the GC, GC/GO and GC/rGO electrodes,
and demonstrated easy preparation and low cost, which augurs well for future applications in this area.
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